POS

#

DL

94

Scout Name (Last, First)

Prospect (Last, First)

Owning, John

Kiwanuka, Mathias

PLAYER INFO
TEAM

DRAFT YR – ROUND – TEAM

New York Giants

2006 – 1 – NYG

DATE OF BIRTH (AGE)

COLLEGE

March 8, 1983 (30)

BOSTON COL (MABC)

PRO POSITIONS

FLAGS

DE/OLB

N/A

BEST

Size, Athleticism, Length, Hustle, Scheme Versatility

WORST

Initial quickness, Hand Usage, Mental Processing, Anchor

Average player who has all the tools to be great as a 3-4 OLB or 4-3 DE, but has not put it
PROJECTION together. Would be best utilized as a rotational 4-3 defensive end as he lacks the technical
knowledge to maximize his skill set.

MEASURABLES
Height

Tapes Viewed
Arm

6060

35"

Weight

Vertical

267

32"

Speed

Pro/3 Cone

4.7

4.15 / 7.29

2013 NYG vs. DEN
2013 NYG vs. PHI
2013 NYG at DAL
2013 NYG at SEA
2013 NYG at DET

SUMMARY
9th year defender who has started an OLB in a 3-4 and a DE in 4-3, along with seeing some time as a 3-technique in
the NICKEL. Has great size and length (35) that allow him to play in any scheme. Tall player with long arms and
slender physique. He is relentless in his pursuit of the QB as a large portion of his sacks come from his hustle. When
he is in space, he plays with good awareness and body control as he doesn't get sloppy went moving laterally or
backward. Has good backside pursuit where he utilizes his AA to close quickly on the ball carrier. When he fires his
hands into the finesse OTs chest he has enough power to walk him into the QBs chest. Does a good job of squeeze the
pocket from the outside, but doesn't have the necessary ankle flexibility to finish the bend to finish on the
quarterback. Has trouble with his pad level because of his height, but when he gets under the opposing player's pads,
he can create good push. Has below average mental processing as he sniffs out screens well, but struggles with
getting hooked by tight ends as gets fooled by option plays. Struggles to get off blocks versus the run and the pass,
because he allows the offensive lineman to win the hand battle. Too often gets chest to chest with opposing lineman
which takes away his physical advantages. Not good at the POA as he is constantly pushed back 1-2 yards on run
plays. Not consistent as he can go 2-3 quarters without making a single impact play. Overall, he is a player who
should be much more productive than he is because of his physical abilities. Offenses don't have to scheme against
him as he doesn't make a huge impact on the game. Would best fit in a team as a rotational DE from a 9-technique
spot where he can get a superior angle on the quarterback.

